SSWO Meeting Minutes Notes

Meeting Date: 10/13/2022

Meeting Location: Zoom

Present:
Cassi Giggy- President
Christina Qiao -Event Coordinator
Josephine Fuhri
Emma Law
Ali Erickson- VP
Elizabeth Oster
Haley Ness
Theresa Tudela- Secretary

Minutes Taker: Theresa Tudela

Report Notes:
Board members to decide how to select SSWO advisors- keep current advisors Mahea and Moniquetra but determine how to select future advisors and what to input in the bylaws.

Board will decide meeting dates and times- Theresa will make a survey to send out to members so that officers can select a date and time that would work best for the majority of the organization. Members present preferred the evening time, after work hours. SSWO is considering a hybrid model that will allow for in-person and virtual meetings.

Meeting minutes will be uploaded into DawgDen when Moniquetra gets access for Theresa/SSWO officers. In the meantime, minutes will be emailed.
Board members will get together to discuss the future of SSWO. Officers will get more information about the RSO canned food drive competition mentioned by Moniquetra.